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How Nitya Overcame her Inhibitions and 
Biases to Choose the Stream Best Aligned to 
her Career Goals

 

 

Nitya Gupta was a class X Humanities student. She was confused about her choice of subjects after class 10th. 
Nitya wanted to explore the domain of humanities but everybody expected her to take science in class 11th due to 
her brilliant academic standing. They advised her against humanities, citing no scope, fewer opportunities and lesser 
pay as reasons.

As a result, she became underconfident about her decisions, and was extremely unsure about the right
step for her future.

How We Helped

We helped her select a stream aptly suited to her goals and interests, one that would open up the right career 
opportunities for her after class 12th. To do this, we followed a three-step process:

1.   Understanding her strengths, weaknesses and abilities to identify which streams and subjects are
best-fit for her.

2.   Choosing the right stream and subject combinations out of recommended options.

3.   Developing awareness about the various career options available with her chosen stream.

Stream Assessment - Understanding Nitya's Interests and Abilities

The assessment took Nitya through a series of questions to evaluate and identify her fit with different stream 
options. Her results indicated that she was quite inquisitive as a person and good at communicating with people. 
She was also adept at thinking creatively and her numerical abilities were also well developed.

Taking in these and more such insights based on her responses to questions, the assessment suggested Nitya her 
top 2 stream choices:
 

Addressing Concerns and Exploring Options
 
Nitya consulted with our career experts through counselling sessions.

Nitya conveyed her inhibitions and worries about choosing humanities, including concerns about its limited scope 
and the idea that it is suited to academically average students.
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Our counsellors informed her about the multitude of career options in humanities, narrated examples of students, 
and shared various resources regarding the range of career options available in humanities and urged her to read 
and explore. This helped Nitya gain a thorough understanding about the tremendous scope that the domain of 
humanities offers.

Selecting Stream and Subject Combinations

With Nitya now much more open to exploring different stream options, we moved on to discuss her stream 
matches. The results of the assessment were verified during our discussion with her, where she told us how she 
had always been a part of debates, discussions, and oratory competitions in school. We also found that Nitya had a 
deep interest in reading about the human mind, and wanted to drive some kind of social impact through her work.

On the basis of the assessment results and our interactions with Nitya, we found humanities to be the better fit for 
her. After reading through the information shared with her on both stream options, Nitya also found she was more 
interested in pursuing humanities.

As the next step, we helped her choose subjects that went well with her strengths and gave her the flexibility to 
explore multiple career options.

Discussions about Career

Nitya expressed she found Psychology and Civil Services to be interesting career options. Our counsellors also 
found both these careers to be well-suited to her, and recommended her to keep them as part of her career plan.

To help her explore these options further, we shared specifics details about them, including the path she would 
follow, the eligibility criteria, career opportunities and top colleges.

Outcome

Nitya is now successfully pursuing the Humanities stream with Psychology, Political Science, English, Economics and 
Mathematics as her subjects. She aspires to pursue Psychology after class 12th.

Nitya had enrolled in the Mindler Explore program for stream selection.

About Mindler
Mindler is the world's most-advanced platform for online career assessment, career guidance and career 
counselling in India, designed for school students, graduates and young professionals. Mindler helps you discover 
your perfect career through its 5-dimensional career assessment and revolutionary approach to career counselling 
and career guidance. 

To know more, visit: www.mindler.com

 

 


